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About This Game

Star Nomad is an arcade top-down retro-scifi 2D sandbox spacesim. It was created as an arcade tribute to classic
spacesims of old such as Elite, Wing Commander Privateer, Escape Velocity and Freelancer. If you are a fan of these

games, then you're in for a nostalgic ride!

[FEATURES]
* A simplified arcade take on the often complex sandbox space-sim genre.

* Freedom of play-styles.
* Be a Cargo runner.

* Be a Mercenary unleashing firepower for wealth!
* Be a Miner seeking rare ores.

* Be a Merchant trading in goods!
* Be a Smuggler dealing in lucrative drugs & evade the law!

* Be a Pirate attacking merchant ships, become infamous & fight for anarchy!
* Join huge multi-faction Fleet Battles!

* Dynamic faction standing system, where your actions will determine friends or foes.
* Multiple ship classes to fly, including drone carriers & the mighty Yamato Battleship!

* All ships are up-gradable with modules.

In Star Nomad, you roam free in the Wildlands Sector immersed in a sci-fi noir setting rich in depth and humor. While a
sandbox at heart, it's also heavily story driven with a personal plot inspired by WW2 & classic sci-fi/cyberpunk such as
Blade Runner, Johnny Mnemonic & Gundam that puts you right in the pilot seat to determine the outcome of an escalating
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corporate war!

Star Nomad has a semi-permadeath system whereby you will lose your ship, but insurance will payout most of the ship value in
credits. Death does sting, so take care, please read the brief manual (accessed via this store page, on the right) before starting

your piloting career!
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Title: Star Nomad
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Huy Phan
Publisher:
Huy Phan
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Duo Core or greater

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000 or greater with updated DX10 drivers

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard or better

Additional Notes: Supports mouse/keyboard or touchscreen

English
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There has been nothing revolutionary about this game, there is no cover system, no 'this tank shell has such low accuracy that it
surely won't hit a soldier, eh?" Turns out, all tank shells are both HE and AT at the same time and they are OP. There is no
strategy options like go backwards or run forwards, not even a crouch and crawl. I have not tried any mods yet but the gameplay
already does not look promising. This game deserves a re-make. The concepts need work since there is no structured research,
tiering, weaponry selection... There is nothing that can even level up at all. This game is a lie, it and it's promises. Do not buy
this game as they are scamming people of a great game they made in your mind to entice you to click that button... To everyone
else, what fun is there in playing a level field game with the occasional bridge just for bad balancing, no depth gameplay and a
really unoptimised game for what should be a very few number of sprites.. Allahu akbar. A decent attempt at "Survive with
friends" kind of game.

It still needs a lot of new content and perks to become interesting though.. Edited review now that I've played more of the game.

This game is so fun! The game mechanics take some getting used to because your speed isn't consistant. If you need to turn
around, it takes a second to get back up to speed. This makes dodging the Danre pretty challenging the further into the game you
get, but I stand by my original opinion that this game is incredibly fun!

When you finish the unique story (and let me tell you, I loved the dialogue that went along with each level) you can either go
back and try to get the best score for each level, or you can play Endless mode and scream at your computer like I did until you
make it onto the leaderboard!. I'd argue this game is a complete and total scam.

In a previous review i called Sit on bottle the worst game in my steam library. I forgot that game actually works. This game is
total and complete luck, and (god forbid if) you get lucky, you to do it 20 times over with seemingly no solution and not all the
achievements are functional.

The dev refuses to fix his achievement software (\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you, this does not earn the title of "game") under
the guise of "development has stopped." This leaves literally *zero* reason to play the game since it only exists to boost people's
numbers and its way of doing that is undeniably flawed and it can't even give you all it has.

Avoid this software developer's whole catalog. You don't need the achievements, as tempting as NeoSticks is. There's like
700k+ you can get if you exclude these neo games. It's just a tiny blip in the numbers.. cumboy tournament. Trash game: one
map, one weapon, one modality, only private servers. Why do I feel like this is a cash grab of a game? Like other people have
reviewed, saying its only one minigame you play, they are not far off. Game is lacking in the current state, IMO.
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A beautifully made soundtrack that is of the utmost perfection. I listened to the starbound OST 2 years straight on my OG DS
with an R4 card, and I believe this soundtrack may even topple it in regards to bang for your buck, I absolutely love it <3.
TL;DR: Not flashy, not tactical; pure and unadulterated grand strategy with a beautiful atmosphere and deep, satisfying
mechanics. Easily worth twice the price.

This game is everything I've wanted in space grand strategy since I played Empire at War at age 10. The atmosphere, conveyed
by the cleverly-animated background, the consistent and beautiful UI style, and the brilliant but subtle music, is reminiscent of
DEFCON: Everybody Dies. While the game might appear simplistic and shallow on the surface, the variety and quality of the
maps and a well-thought-out, perfectly balanced array of game mechanics makes it infinitely re-playable, especially with
friends.

A must for: anyone who wanted to be Ender, who likes DEF CON, or who thinks that the Galactic Map was the best part of
Star Wars: Empire at War. This game is effectively the same as playing SWEaW in Galactic Map and always using autoresolve
(but, of course, much better balanced for that purpose).

Avoid it if: you preferred Call of Duty: Modern Warfare to Supreme Commander in 2007, or if what you most appreciate most
in Total War games is watching the little men fight.. The best worst game I've ever played.

WELCOME TO THE BONEZONE. This game is amazing.

Update: It's been a month since I played this game. I probably didn't really plan on playing this game ever again except I saw
that there was an update for this game. I'm going to say that the update was for the worse. One major implementation in the
update was that it made it so that plenty of major cities in America had been effected by nuclear attacks. When I had first
played this game I had liked to make believe some role playing elements where I was a train conductor who was able to avoid
the WW2 draft and so was able to pick and choose who I wanted to pick up as my passengers to deliver them to their
destinations across the country. The new update makes it blatantly clear now that America was attacked in nuclear war and it's
an element that I think the developers could've worked around or done without. Maybe instead of needing a hazmat suit to
explore nuclear areas, you could've just gotten hiking boots to walk around in the woods.

I still like the game but the new update was for the worse rather than the better. But lets do some pros and cons for this game.

Cons:
-You need a screw driver to open up a trash can
-The coal payments are too low. I'd love it if there was at least 1 person in every city where they would pay you 2 coal but they'd
be further away.
-The new minigames in the latest update are tedious at worst and useless at best. I noticed no difference when I would get them
right versus when I would get them wrong.
-There's currently a glitch where once you upgrade your train, there's an invisble carriage on the Western Pacific train model.

Pros:
-Lots of mini stories from people who you don't really get to know but you get a glimpse into their lives momentarily.
-I picked up one random passenger and they gave me malaria.

Improvements I'd like to see:
-I'd love it if there were recurring passengers or characters.
-A merchant where you can trade items with them. The merchant doesn't even have to be in every city. They could move around
or mention in a passing piece of dialogue they're going to so and so and if you take too long to get there, they could've already
moved on.
-I'd love it if I could talk to the passengers and ask them more questions about themselves during the train ride. Perhaps even
romance one or two damsels.. New 10 v 10 map, for free. Sweet.. I don't suffer from motion sickness in games where I get to
stand up and move around. But when I am forced to sit down and cannot properly respond to movement around me, then it can
happen that I start feeling bad. Racing games are a typical case in point, and often I cannot drive more than a few laps around a
race course before I need to take a break.

But this racer doesn't make me feel sick at all - very nicely done!!
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And, yes: This really is Mario Kart in VR!! Hoping for multiplayer!!. + The visuals are decent.
+ Gameplay is challenging.

- The controls can be frustrating
- collision detection....

Yes, if you are into these kind of games you should try this *small* but decent game You might get frustrated because it misses
a finishing tough.. Best game evah. NO , THREE WHEELER BIKES ?
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